
Techniques and Toppers: Double Dresden Pillow 
With Margaret Cureton 

Friday, Feb 7th 
10:30am-3:30pm 

 
8” Dresden ruler  - Easy Dresden ruler or other 18 degree Dresden ruler. 
 
12” x 18” ruler for strip cutting  
 
Rotary cutter and mat ( 12” x 18” or 18” x 24”) 
 
Sewing machine with 1/4” foot, and zig zag foot for your machine.  
 
1 1/4”   yard background fabric for pillow 
 
Two - 1/2 yard fabric cuts ( 18” x 45” ) for Large Dresden. These should be variations of one 
color- solids or blenders.  
 
Two or more - 1/4 yard fabric cuts ( 9”x 45”) for Small Dresden. These can be complimentary to 
your Large Dresden color or  use more fabrics to make it scrappy.  
 

• IMPORTANT! Please read the additional notes on fabric choices, below.  
 
12” square of Lightweight or Medium  fusible interfacing  
 
Invisafil thread ( 100 wt) to match Dresdens for top stitching and pillow top for quilting .  Cotton 
thread for construction ( 50 wt- Aurifil )  
 
22” x 22” square  of fusible cotton batting 
 
20”  pillow form  
 
Optional - mini iron and pressing mat ( we will have 2 pressing stations available ) 
 
Basic sewing supplies- seam ripper, small scissors or snips, marking pencil or pen, 
Pins  
 
****** 
 
A few notes about fabric choices-  



 
For your background and pillow back, choose a solid or blender which reads like a solid and 
which provide a good contrast to your Dresdens.  
 
Dresdens are made up of “blades”. For this project we are making Dresdens with 20 blades.  
 
The Large Dresden can have blades with 2 or more tonal variations of one color - light to dark. 
Solids, blenders, or both work great!  
 
The Small Dresden can be made up of blades with 2 or more different patterns - keep it to 2 for 
a quiet look or go scrappy with more!  
 
The sample has been made with the minimum fabric choices - 2 for each Dresden. If you 
choose to use more adjust your fabric requirements to allow for a total of 40 blades - 20 per 
Dresden.  
 
If you plan to fussy cut designs, or use ombré fabrics,  increase your fabric cuts by 1/4 yd. to 
ensure you can get the exacts designs or color placement you desire.  
 

 


